
Centre for ITaukei Studies Plans for Semester 2 

 

The Centre for ITaukei Studies (CIS) is using a targeted approach to inform potential students 

about  the Taukei programs, says Dr Litiana Kuridrani, Director for CIS.  

“Centre for ITaukei studies is using the targeted approach whereby we are going to the villagers 

and communities to market our programs. This is the best approach for community people. We 

need to explain the details and guide them into filling the forms during the visits,” she stated. 

We interviewed some continuing ITaukei studies students and they say that the program is 

filled with knowledge and they like studying at UniFiji.  

Asenaca Kurara, a second year ITaukei and Management students says “I did not take ITaukei  

in Secondary school but when I came to UniFiji, I take up this course because I wanted to learn 

about my culture, my heritage. Since I started studying here, I have got to learn so many things 

which I would not have been able to know otherwise; things like traditional medicine, art and 

craft and so much more.” 

 



Meanwhile, Ratu Suliasi, a Foundation student studying ITaukei, says “I like studying ITaukei 
because we get to do a lot of nthropological and genealogical research.  This research involves 
us talking to our elders to get very traditional knowledge (internal migrations, our indigenous 
roots and identity, traditional wisdom, principle totem plants and animals for our tribes) which 
may be dying out. ITaukei studies at UniFiji teaches us that our culture, like other cultures, is 
unique and we must preserve it.” 

Dr Kuridrani says that we are open to interested individuals who have an interest to study 

ITaukei Affairs  and development 

“We have received applications but we would like to encourage more students to apply”, she 

said.  

 Registrations for semester  2  start on July 3, 2017 and will continue till July 14, 2017.  

CIS is on the move for business and would be participating in the workshop “Integrating 

Indigenous and Local Knowledge in human health decision-making and planning to meet the 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) 3 and enhance planetary health in Fiji, to be held at the 

Tanoa Plaza Hotel, Suva from 25-26 May, 2017.  

The workshop is undertaken in collaboration with the United Nation (UN) University; WHO 

regional office in Fiji; Ministry of Health (MoH), Fiji and the University of Fiji - Centre for iTaukei 

Studies.  

 


